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ABSTRACT interfaces between the experiment apparatus and 
the support equipment. 

Space experimentation requires an increasingly 
complex planning and systems engineering effort to While the breebdth of the subject precludes 
meet the Bemad for highest precision and rcli- detailed treatment, this paper is presented with 
ability of all measureraents and observations. A the hope of providing a general fsmi1iarit;y with 
companion paper" discusses the interfaces between it. 
the scientific/technical areas of space experimen- 
tation and the instruments, subsystems and support 
systems within the spacecraft. LIST OF P33BRFVIATIONS 

This paper deals with the organization and the 
procedures which are needed to pa,-form the diffi- 
cult p8yload integration process for space experi- 
mentation. In the course of this process it is 
necessary to define the experiments completely, to 
describe a11 instments in tams of engineering 
specifications, to investigate the conmrsnality of 
equipment, to group the experiments into mission 
compatible payloads, to specify acceptable l&s 
on all subsystems and astromuts (when 
and to plan for all contingencies during the 
flight. - _ 
INTRODUCTION 

Payload integration for space experlmenttxtion 
is the planning, design, and operational activity 
necessary to match the demands of the principal 
Investigators and experimenters with the avail- 
abilities of the spacecrafi, ground facilities, 
and personnel. 

AAP 

AMU 

EVEA 

EXOTIC 

FAST 
4 

Apollo Applications  ram 
Astronaut Weuvering Unit 

M r a  Vehicular Engineering Activity 

Experiment Operation and Test Integration 
Concept 

Functional Analysis and Specification 
Tree 

Hsrdware Concept 

Infrared 

Radio F'requency Interference 

~cientif ic/~echnical Area 

Ultraviolet 

Section 1, Organization of Payload Integration, W X Q R  Hot an acronym; descriptive name for e 
discusses in general terms the inputs to the P r o m .  
integration process, the integration fmctions, 
and the outputs of the activity. 

Section 2, Experiment Description, details 
some methods which have been useful in tronsfonn- 
ing experimental requirements into specifications 
of impact on supporting equipment and personnel. 

Section 3, Conaeonality Btrix, discusses a 
technique for the identification of co~3alitics 
and the associated potential benefits of sharing 
and standardization. . 

Section 4, Flight Wtrix, highlights an app- 
roach to the detection of incoqtibilities be- 
tween experiments and flight parameters and 
suggests means of capitalizing on flight common- 
ality. 

Section 5, Load Katrix, covers methods which 
have been used to allocate experiment support 
expendables optimally to satisfy experiment re- 
quirements . < 

Section 6, Experiment/Spacecraft/~round sys- *R. F. Mlipowsky and P. C. Green, "~nterface 
tern Interfaces, treats the sensitivity of exper- Problem in Soace Emerbentation (in these * 
bent support requirements to the location of proceedin&s, PP. 1. 
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1. Organization of Payload Integration 

Payload integration may be viewed a s  the optimal 
accommodation of experiment requirements by space 
vehicle availabilities. Figure 1 illustrates the general 
procedures involved. Major inputs to the flight- 
objective-definition function a re  provided by govern- 
mental sources, working cooperatively with principal 
investigators, institutions, and industry. These inputs 
a r e  in terms of available vehicles, flight schedules, 
candidate experiment schedules, and grouping rationale. 
In turn, the flight-objective-definition function defines 
for each flight: 

a) Launch vehicle(s), 

b) Space vehicle(s), 

c)  Major experimental objective(s), 

d) Preliminary orbit parameters, and 

e) Rationale for experiment grouping. 

The payload-planning and experiment-selection 
function receives these data a s  inputs and develops a 
payIoad plan consisting of: 

a) Conceptual grouping of experiments resulting 
from recognition of scientific priorities, inter- 
vehicle and intra-vehicle trade studies, and 
experiment requirement commonality. 

b) Technical descriptions of the apparatus implicit 
in the grouping. 

c) Mission analyses including final orbit param- 
eters,  payload capability, lifetime in orbit, en- 
vironment in orbit, flight sequence of events, 
and the launch window. 

d) Reliability analyses including critical reliability 
trade parameters, numerical reliability goals and 
apportionments, and special reliability problems 
inherent in selected experiments. 

Possible advantageous alterations of the experiments 
discovered in this process a r e  referred back to the 
flight-objective-definition function for consideration a s  
amendments to the affected experiments. 

Results of the payload-planning and experiment- 
selection function, in terms of conceptual payload and 
orbit, a r e  used by the experiment-vehicle-integration 
function in the performance of: subsystem, crew parti- 
cipation, reliability, data management, and experiment 
nointing trade studies. Based on results of the trade 

studies, specifications a re  generated for  the required 
subsystems (see Figure 1 of Reference 1). 

Integration constraints identified in the experiment- 
vehicle-integration function a re  referred back to the 
payload-planning and experiment-selection function for 
consideration of possible changes in conceptual payload 
o r  orbit. 

Hardware specifications a re  converted into defini- 
tions or  designs by the hardware-definition function, and, 
subsequently, plans may be developed for: logistics and 
supply, fabrication and installation, ground systems, 
test programs, training and simulation, and mission 
planning. F 

The most demanding fhc t ion  in Figure 1 is that of 
experiment/spacecraft integration because i t  includes 
the solution of interface problems discussed in Refer- 
ence 1, and schematically indicated in Figure 1 of that 
paper. The organization needed to perform the 
experiment/spacecraft-integration function encom- 
passes both the government contracting agency and 
industrial hardware contractors. Especially large 
integration projects may require the assignment of an 
industrial contractor to perform the experiment/ 
spacecraft-integration task exclusively. Figure 2 
shows one possible organization chart for this task. 
The example STAs, subsystems and missions a re  se- 
lected for consistency with recently published plans for 
the AAP 121. For any other programs (primarily 
for a smaller specialized integration effort), teams of 
specialists in other appropriate subareas (e.g., sys- 
tems and missions) should be selected. The principal 
investigators (top line) submit proposals for experi- 
ments to the contracting agency, who - usually with 
the help of the payload integrator - select eqerhnents ,  
call for their preliminary description on prescribed 
forms, and arrange them in preliminary flight pack- 
ages. These flight packages contain descriptions of all 
experiments which a re  tentatively scheduled for the 
same flight. Additionally included a re  a number of 
experiments which could be used as  alternates. 

The organization, shown in Figure 2, receives all 
the experiment descriptions, either individually o r  pre- 
arranged in flight packages; and, many specialist teams 
of systems engineers go through a detailed review of the 
descriptions, evaluating the requirements of all the sub- 
systems (see left side of the chart). The organization 
receives simultaneously, definitions regarding proposed 
missions parameters. Teams of mission analysts re- 
view these data and derive a mission profile describ- 
ing the necessary launch vehicle, launchoperations, and 
flight operations. The results of all these reviews a re  
then compared, incompatibilities removed, and tradeoff 
calculations made to arrive a t  an economical, conipletely 
compatible and feasible, new payload plan for each flight. 
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Figure 1. General Payload Integration Functions 
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During the formation of this plan, i t  is useful to 
plot all the available data in three matrices: the 
C-matrix (compatibility matrix), the F-matrix (flight 
matrix) and the L-matrix (load matrix). These a re  
discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
Computer methods facilitate the preparation and man- 
ipulation of these matrices when large numbers of vari- 
ables enter the optimization procedure. 

The new payload plan is finally submitted to the 
engineering teams who will write specifications for ex- 
periments and subsystems - clearly defining the inter- 
face and the responsibilities for the development, 
testing, assembly, and check out of all units. Sec- 
tion 2 describes some management control procedures 
which may be used to facilitate this activity. A critical 
timing problem exists in developing formal specifica- 
tions consistent with management control procedures. 
A large program (such a s  the AAP) will require an 
enormous amount of detailed specifications. Also, the 
very nature of a space experimentation program neces- 
sitates flexibility in accommodating new o r  modified 
experiments a s  close a s  possible to the launch date. If 
the specification phase is entered too early, the flood of 
formal change notices becomes burdensome; if entered 
too late, uncertainties regarding responsibilities, deliv- 
e r y  dates, and test requirements will prevail, resulting 
in confusion. Large programs will have to stagger the 
payload assignments in conjunction with the flight time 
table and the complexity of the individual experimental 
units and their interfaces. 

2. Experiment Description 

Candidate experiments a r e  identified, ordered, 
and scheduled by: a) recognizing and ranlfing man's 
data requirements for the future, b) extrapolating the 
state of the a r t  in STAs to determine the projected 
availability of required apparatus, and c) determining 
the future practicability of mission profiles needed to 
attain the required data. The f i rs t  major milestone of 
payload integration is reached w h e ~  these experiments 
a r e  described in terms of their objectives, procedures, 
mission profile requirements, and spacecraft systems 
requirements. 

Varying degrees of detail a r e  required in the ex- 
periment definition documentation. In early stages, 
only the more gross aspects of the experiments need be 
considered, adhering to a quasi- "management-by- 
exception" principle. These "first-cut" experiment 
descriptions may be in broad terms which allow only the 
determination of such factors as: a) whether the exper- 
imental apparatus can be available a t  the time of the 
flight, b) whether the necessary orbit altitude and in- 
clination agree with the planned orbit, c) whether gross 
conflicts exist between experiment support required 
f rom subsystems, and d) capabilities of expected ve- 
hicle subsystems. Other "go-no-go" criteria which 
might preempt an experiment from a given flight 

include: inadequate mission lifetime, inadequate extra- 
vehicular engineering activity (EVEA), and inadequate 
crew support availability in time o r  skill. 

After the first screening, experiment descriptions 
should be in terms of preliminary specifications, and be 
written in increasing levels of detail a s  the payload plan 
begins to take shape, and the more subtle constraints 
and interferences become known. 

To organize this 'increasing detail of interrelation- 
ship between the functions of a system and its imple- 
mentation hardware, new systems analysis techniques 
have been developed (Ref. 3 an: 4). One technique 
is specifically oriented toward qroduct functional anal- 
ysis, and provides a logical model and graphical 
portrayal of a system's functions and hardware. In 
addition, it provides direction for inclusion of appro- 
priate technical data in each of the various specification 
levels of the system. Thus, it establishes a baseline 
for technical management control of the system develop- 
ment process. This functional analysis model also 
yields the system specification t ree  and therefore is 
named FAST (Functional Analysis and Specification 
Tree). 

In applying the techniques of FAST model genera- 
tion, a uniform process is followed on an interrative 
basis which is: 

(a) Objectives of the flight (or system) a r e  stated 
a s  functions, 

(b) Subfunctions a r e  defined and stated in relation- 
ship to accomplishment of each system function, 

(c) The process of (b) is repeated a s  necessary 
until definition of a first  (gross) hardware con- 
cept for implementation occurs. 

Figure 3 illustrates this process. Note in the 
above paragraph that the relationship of (a) to (b) differs 
from that of (b) to (c). The FAST technique demands 
that the transition from a function to its concept of 
hardware implementation always be illustrated by a 
90-degree turn in the portrayal. It is these turns 
which provide the direction for the scope of specifica- 
tion preparation and subsequent base-line control. 

'- . 
In large systems it  is the usual case for functions, 

such a s  fa and fn of Figure 3, to be expanded and de- 
veloped by different organizations. Thus, each devel- 
oper could conceive of similar concepts for hardware 
implementation. Preparation of the FAST portrayal, 
and comparison of the illustrated functions of each 
hardware conceptwill indicate commonality and possible 
redundancy of concept. In consequence only one con- 
cept would be selected tocarry out the similar functions. 
Such a selection is illustrated by the dotted intersections 
between HC1 (harchvare concept 1) and both f2 and fn of 
Figure 3 .  
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Figure 3. Functional Analysis Specification Tree (FAST) Evolution Format 

The preceding illustration concerned commonality 
between a hardware and multiple functions. FAST por- 
trayal also defines commonality between a function and 
multiple hardwares. This is shown by the intersecting 
-dots a t  f, and ~ ~ l ' a n d  HC2 of ~ig&-e 3. Explicit 
definition of such commonalities is essential to the 

-achievement of maximum performance by optimum de- 
sign, subsequent assessment of failure effects, and 
alternate modes of operation. 

- - 

The FAST technique also illustrates how a system's 
functions grow beyond those originally recognized at 
system inception. For example, an initial function "to 
provide guidance" may result in the definition of an iner- 
tial guidance hardware concept. However, due to the 
selection of a guidance platform design, which includes 
gas bearings, a new function is established (i. e., "Pro- 
vide an a i r  bearing supply. ") Since this new function 
does not directly provide a useable output recognizable 
a s  one of the system or  flight functions, it i s  termed a 
"second-order" function. Such functions a re  illustrated 
in Figure 3, eminating from HC1 and HC2. Note that 

these second-order hardware (HC1, HC2 and HCn a r e  
first-order hardware) become the first-order functions 
for second-order hardware (HC3 and HC4). The devel- 
opment -. . -. of FAST for these second-order hardwares 
follows a process identical to that employed for the 
first-order hardware. Such an organized method for 
the development of experiment and system definitions 
allows the activity to be broken into clearly identified 
and nonoverlapping portions for task assignments to 
departments or  subcontractors. It also provides for 
the use of computer techniques in monitoring the pro- 
gram schedule, budget, etc. The final set  of experi- 
ment and system specifications provides the required 
procurement information for contract end items. An 
example of FAST, a s  applied to an experiment, is 
given in Figure 4. 

Early internal communication among principal in- 
vestigator, cognizant agency, payload integrator, and 
hardware supplier in this formal FAST language, will 
enable transition from conceptual flight plans to final 
procurement specifications. 
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3. Commonality Matrix (C-Matrix) 
- 

The principal purpose of a commonality matrix i s  
identification of similarities between equipment require- 
ments for the group of experiments under consideration - 
with the objective of removing as much duplication as 
possible. Figures 5 and 6 show a typical C-matrix for 
a selected number of experiments similar to those which 
have been suggested for AAP [2]. Several benefits 
may be derived from its use. In selectirig experiments 
to be flown together, the equipment commonality matrix 
may be used, first, to indicate which experiments should 
be grouped together because of similar equipment-lead 
times, compaction of experimental apparatus require- 
ments, etc. Second, the instruments may be investi- 
gated for similarity with the purpose of identifying 
instruments which can satisfy measurement reqGre- 
ments for which a different instrument has been speci- 
fied. This can also be used to suggest the desirability_ 
of modifying an instrument allowing its_us_e to satis-fy 
measurement requirements for more than one experi: 
ment. Third, the commonality matrix may be used-to 
identify the categories and ranges of instruments re: 
quired for the total program so that vehicle hardware 
may be designed to furnish support generally when 
specific experiment groupings a re  yet undetermined. 
Fourth, the nature of the scientific apparatus is often 
indicative of crew skill requirements. This fact may 
be used to assist in the groupings of experiments to 
minimize the diversity of crew skill and trainingrequire- 
ments . Finally, the commonality matrix of expeziments 
versus their required equipment may help in the identi- 
fication of the most important, limiting, o r  constraining 
instrumentation requirements, thereby simplifying-the 
problem by eliminating the trivial from consideration.-- 

- . - 37 - r  
The C-matrur may be applied at &o'levels. -A-- 

gross C-matrix may_ be developed prior to the gruuping 
of experiments into flight packages. ~ 1 t  shouldcont&n, 
all major experiments which a re  likely to present 
integration problem%- and it should dispIay only +he- 
instruments and support requirements which will be 
needed for optimizing the grouping into flight packages. 
In addition, there may be many special C-matcces, _ - 
one for each flight, after payload packages have been- 
assembled. These should contain all experiments on 
the flight and more details about the instruments. They 
should serve to optimize the integration for this specific 

- - 
1- flight. - - 

d -  -A 3- - - - - 
-4.  Flight Matrix @-Matrix) 

-- < -- 

The flight matrix, Figure 7, displays all the experi- 
ments planned for a program versus the expected flight 
schedule and orbital parameters. Indicated also,--itre 
anticipated rendezvous.  he-matrix, shown in ~ i $ r e  7, 
is only a section out of a much larger matrix. _A firll--- 
scale matrix for the AAP (earth orbital phase), ranging 
over two printed pages and indicating exactly 100 ex- 
periments, has been published recently [2 ]. The 
flight matrix allows the determination of experiments 

which could be grouped on a common flight, considering 
factors such as: a) experiment position relative to the 
earth, moon, ground station, etc., b) whether the flight 
path takes the experiment over a given point on earth 

- 
repetitiously, or  whether it "scans" the earth, c) how - 
much time the experiment can spend in darkness or  light, 
d) what radiation levels may be anticipated from the 
flight path and duration, e) what rendezvous services 
may be used, such as film o r  culture pickup, etc. 

By minimizing the variety of STAs required by 
experiments on a given flight, crew skills may be kept 
within reasonable bounds, and more narrowly trained 
specialists used to advantage. Such an approach 
classifies the flight by techology area, and stresses 
that area in selection of ekperiments. 

The flight matrix may also be used to sequence the 
experiments chronologically so that prerequisite or 
precursor experiments may be performed early enough 
to provide the results needed for design of later experi- 
ments. Such sequencing must be performed both within 
and between flights. 

Cross correlation of the flight matrix and the equip- 
ment commonality matrix allows the compilation of 
experimental apparatus required for a given flight. 
This plot identifies equipment which can be shared and 
provides constraining information relative to which 
experiments can be conducted simultaneously. 

The flight matrix i s  primarily required for the 
payload grouping function in Figure 1. A duplicate is 
used for the new payload plan function, so that any 
suggestions for reassignments o r  any selection of 
alternate experiments may be simultaneously recorded 
at both places. 

- 

5. Load Matrix (L-Matrix) 

The load matrix plots the experiments for a parti- 
cular flight versus all the subsystems and auxiliary 
functions needed to perform the experiments. Thus, 
a separate load matrix i s  required for each flight. It 
should contain the best available information regarding 
demands imposed on each subsystem o r  function by the 
experiment. 

- 
5 A simple load matrix, which presents steady-state 
-experiment demands on the vehicle, may be used to 
-sum the requirements of over-all weight, power, 
thermal conditioning, etc., for all experiments for 
comparison with the total vehicle capability and sub- 

2ystem capability in each respect. This is of interest 
-during an early phase experiment grouping to identify 
&oss incompatibilities, but the most limiting con- 
-straints are  not identifiable until the time-dependent 
experiment requirements a re  matched against the time- 
dependent subsystem and crew availabilities. While 
manual methods can be used to rough out the problem, 
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a computer program, EXOTIC (Experiment Operation 
and Test Integration Concept) has been developed to do 
the detailed scheduling of crew time, crew skills, power, 
etc. 

The EXOTIC program is used in a computer 
technique to test experiment demands against spacecraft 
and orbital constraints. The program is of greatest 
value in scheduling allocation of time-dependent expend- 
ables such as  crew manpower and skill, power, thermal 
conditioning, data handling, etc. Allocation of space, 
weight, and other characteristically static expendables 
may be accomplished without difficulty by other means. 
EXOTIC does not function as  a simulation and is there- 
fore unsuited to such applications as  the determination 
of mission success probabilities as functions of pertur- 
bations artificially injected into the mission scenario. 

In use, the program is fed a series of experiments 
sequenced in the desired order of examination. The . 

first  experiment on the list is examined by the program 
to determine crew time, crew skill, and power require- 
ments. These three time-dependent expendables are 
used for purposes of this example; however, different 
and/or more such expendables may be written into the 
program. The requirements are examined with re- 
spect to the comparable subsystem and crew avail- 
abilities at the moment of interest in the flight. If the 
required crew is not occupied with sleeping, eating, 
housekeeping, operating other experiments, etc. , and 
the required power is available, the experiment will be 
scheduled. If, however, the requirements for skilled 
crew members and power are unavailable to accom- 
modate the particular experiment at the moment of 
interest, the program will examine the next listed 
experiment to determine if those demands can be 
satisfied. The program will continue iterating the 

. above process until all experiments requiring crew and 
power availabilities are  scheduled. In doing this, the 
program notices the termination of a previous experi- 
ment and looks for the next experiment on the list which 
can be accommodated by the new level of crew time, 
crew skill, and power availability. As a sub-routine 
to the program, an ephemeris tape can be used to pro- 
vide a scenario of land masses, day-night situations, 
etc. Another feature of the program is the 'Tlook-aheadll 
function which provides the capability to look into future 
required activities determining setup and warmup time 
and power, expected crew availability, etc., to 
add such preparatory requirements to the opera- 
tional requirements at the moment of interest. 
A forcing function is used in the lllooli-aheadTT program 
to prevent the senseless warmup of a future experi- 
ment, when projected shortage of any expendable pre- 
vents scheduling to completion. Anotherforcingfunction 
may be used to schedule an experiment which would 
otherwise be completely excluded. A forcing function 
may also be employed to constrain the scheduling of 
experiments having orbit dependencies, such as position 
over ground stations. The latitude allowed by the 

program, in scheduling the beginning of e-ating or 
sleeping periods, is limited by forcing functions which 
prevent the computer from taking unfair advantage of 
the astronauts. 

A third concept of the program (EXOTIC ID) would 
be run on the ground during a flight, working in real 
time to alter the experiment schedule as required by 
contingencies. 

Another computer program (VECTOR), has been 
designed to facilitiate allocation of resources by com- 
puter methods. This program uses trade ratios be- 
tween expendables so that each expendable may be 
represented by the length of a vector. Planes of the 
vector represent varioug expendables. (See Figure 8. ) 
By adding vectors head to tail in three or  more axes 
(such as  power, weight, and volume), the total sub- 
system requirements of all experiments may be added 
(Figure 9) and compared to the vehicle's capability 
through the use of machine methods. 

Both of these machine methods help in narrowing 
the problem of generating a load matrix; however, i t  
must be emphasized that there is no substitute for the 
human mind in the final interpretation of the matrix and 
in the formulation of payload integration conclusions. 
Preliminary conclusions provided by an analysis of the 
load matrix should be compared with conclusions 
reached with the commonality and flight matrices to 
arrive at reassignments of experiments to flights in an 
iterative approach to a final complement of experi- 
ments in the integrated payload (new payload plan). 

6. Experiment/Spacecraft/~round System Interfaces 

Before finalizing the new payload plan, the inte- 
grator must define the exact position of vital interfaces. 
This is necessary so that specifications can be written 
and responsibilities assigned. Important interfaces 
exist between the experiment and the standard space- 
craft hardware, and in some areas, between the ex- 
periment and the ground system. There is naturally, 
in all cases, an important interface between the space- 
craft and the ground system. 

In many instances the location of the interface 
should be determined by trade studies showing simpli- 
fication of the payload through greater utilization of 
common equipment. The sensitivity of payload opti- 
mization to the location of interfaces may be shown in 
a specific example of the experiment/spacecraft 
interface. 

Experience has shown that many experiments 
require television for such applications as  telescope 
pointing, readout of spark chambers, observation of 
EVEA, etc. In this obvious example, the interface of 
the shared television system should be at the input of 
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the main video amplifier. This will enable the sharing 
of the synchronizing generator, transmitter, modulator, 
power supplies, high level video amplification, control 
equipment, monitors, tape recording, etc. Moving this 
interface to the output of the vidicon tube could save a 
video preamplifier and line driver, but the interference 
problen~s would outvvreigh the benefits. 

In a similar way, the shzring of equipment by 
judicious selection of the interface location can be 
applied in optical experiments by sharing high voltage 
supplies and coincidence circuits for photomultiplier 
tubes, sharing gimbals for telescopes, sharing temp- 
erature control systems for optics, etc. Still more 
obvious i s  the manner in which comn~unications links, 
data storage'systenis, etc., can be shared. Sharing of 
telemetry signal conditioning equipment can benefit 
from the use of programi~iable gain setting equipment 
which automatically adjusts the signal conditioning 
equiprnent to suit the particular sensor in use. 

At times the selection of the appropriate inter- 
faces between the experiment, the vehicle subsystems, 
and the ground equipment must be made while recog- 
nizing the changing conditions in the launch sequence. 

' 

Integration of a radioisotope thermoele'ctric generator 
illustrates the point (Ref. 5). The radioisotopic mate- 
rial provides a constant (over short periods) amount of 
heat which must be transferred away from the f~~elblock. 
During the ground checkout prior to launch, cooling may 
be furnished through umbilical connections from ground 
support equiprnent. When the umbilical is dropped, a 
water boiler is a practical way of carrying the heat 
away from the block because the launch time is rela- 
tively short and the few pounds of water required pose a 
negligible weight penalty. After attaining orbit, a radia- 
tive system must be used because sufficient water can- 
not be carried for protracted cooling. Fortunately, 
advantage may be taken of the fact that the vehicle 
structure has no further requirement to sustain large 
mechanical loads and, consequently, the skin can be 
used a s  a radiator, elevating the temperature to a point 
which would otherwise compromise structural integrity. 

The eventuality of abort must also be considered 
in the location of interfaces. Continuing with the 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator example, pro- 
visions must be made for ejection of the fuel block in 
the event of abort, because the water boiler will only 
function until the water is depleted and the radialtivq 
mode of cooling will not come into operation at all. 
Further, provisions should be made to cool the ejected 
fuel block to prevent melt-down and possible spread of 
contamination. 

At times the trade studies necessary to locate the 
interface for maximum utilization of equipment may 
become very complex. For example, is it simpler to 
bring cryogenic connections from a shared cooling 
system through a multiaxis gimbal to cool an infrared 
detector or  should separate Peltier coolers be used? 

Another interesting interface is seen in optical 
communications experiments, where highly instrumented 
ground stations are  required. These must be in line of 
view, located in a geogx-aphical area with minimum 
cloud cover (desert area). 

Each design case fo? the location of system inter- 
faces must be weighed separately, and no formula can 
be given to arrive at the answer straightforwardly; 
however, factors to be considered include: 

a) Suitability of equipment for sharing (with o r  
without modifications to enhance suitability), 

b) Simultaneous requirements for equipment to be 
shared (which tend to discourage sharing), 

c) Practicality of sharing equipment considering 
relative locations (long signal paths, etc. ), 

d) Problems engendered by moving interfaces 
(RFI, weight, high voltage corona, switching 
complexity, added loa5on gimbals, etc. ) 

e) Improvement o r  degradation of reliability 
causedby equipment sharing (less 
redundancy), 

f )  Minimization of connections through umbilicals 
(to stay within specifications o r  for simplicity), 

g) Sensitivity to the mission sequence of events 
(accessibility, abort, GSE availability, etc.), 

h) Attitudes of principal investigators toward 
possible compromise of their experiment 
design, 

i) Lead times necessary to move interfaces for 
enhanced utilization of common equipment, and 

j) Plans for using the experiment in various 
groupings, some of which a re  not suited to 
sharing of equipment. 
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Space experimentation i a  entering a highly so- 
phisticated p b s e  of development involving large 
sections of h e r i c a n  industry - each pmvicifng 
support t o  the growing number of astronauts mA t o  
increasingly coixplex umanned qasecmf t .  The 
space electronics engineers w i l l  study ~ z n j r  ss- 
pects of space science, md  sc ient i s t s  dZ.1 ba- 
cone f m i l i a r  wfth engineering subsystems. It is  
hoped tha t  t h i s  paper has sontrlbutecl t o  a be t te r  
understanding of the integration problems i n  
space exploration. 
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